
 

 

MetalGate Spring Prelude 2011 – the night of Black Trolls  

MetalGate, in cooperation with the German agency Black Bards Entertainment and with 
the Czech pagan/folk metal band Cruadalach, cordially invites all warriors of Midgard to 
an unforgettable pagan metal evening “BLACK TROLLS OVER EUROPE Part II”, 
which will comprise in entirety the program of the third installment of the Spring club mini 
festival MetalGate Spring Prelude.  

On Wednesday, 20.4.2011, the Prague club Abaton shall host total of six pagan metal 
bands from Western Europe, headlined by the iconic Bavarian epic pagan metal horde 
WOLFCHANT, which will present its latest album entitled “The Call of the Black Winds”.  

The bill will further consist of a new project of Heri Joensen, the frontman of Týr band, the 
progressive Viking metal band HELJAREYGA, whose eponymous debut album was 
released in October 2010. From the German pagan scene come the pagan black metal raiders 
GERNOTSHAGEN, followed by the bands KROMLEK and NOTHGARD. The final entry 
on the roster belongs to the Celtic death metal wolves NORTHLAND of Catalonia.   

It is evident that you can look forward to a great show and high quality of all performers, 
who across Western Europe mostly belong among the established and popular bands. For 
some of them, the visit to Prague will mean a premiere in front of the Czech fans, which 
means all the more reason to show up.     

This unique evening dedicated to the pantheon of the Northern Gods, the sacred Runes, 
Drekars and to the ranks of the Viking warriors shall commence at 18:30. The gates of 
Abaton will open at 17:30. The tickets are available at presale of Ticketstream network 
for 200 CZK, or for 300 CZK on site.     

And should you want more pagan metal barrage, direct your attention to Beltinefest, 
organized by the band Cruadalach, which will take place 29.4.2011 in Exit Chmelnice. Both 
gigs are intertwined via a nice benefit, that is, all those who show up on Beltinefest with a 
ticket from Black Trolls, shall receive a 50 CZK discount on the entrance fee.    

www.metalgate.cz  

 


